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Help Make a Difference with the Love4Luke Foundation
The non-profit seeks to raise $10,000 for families in need by April 15, 2021.
GLASTONBURY, Conn., April 8, 2021 – Love 4 Luke, a CT non-profit that supports childhood
cancer treatment, research, and the tragic loss of a child, is less than a week away from the
culmination of their 5th Anniversary Fundraiser. The foundation aims to spread awareness for
pediatric cancer through their Pay It Forward campaign and fundraise for a $10,000 goal.
The foundation has identified at least two of the families that will be recipients of the
fundraising efforts, both battling aggressive pediatric cancers. A donation today helps alleviate
some of the financial burdens incurred, and shows the support of the community to them.
Luca Marquez Johnson is currently re-battling Neuroblastoma, which returned in February ’21
after an initial diagnosis in May of ’20 and a cancer-free declaration in October. Luca’s parents
and twin brother, Nico are all hoping for the best as he continues his chemo treatments.
Finley Maguire is battling a type of Medulloblastoma that is aggressive and very tricky to treat.
She has had multiple surgeries to fight the tumors, insert shunts, and repair bleeding, all at the
young age of 22 months old. Her two older sisters remain in CT with family while Finley and her
parents are in Memphis, TN for her treatment.
The 5th Anniversary fundraising program, L4L $5 Chain Reaction, asks people to Pay It
Forward by donating $5 and sharing with 5 friends to also donate and continue the chain
reaction. The L4L $5 Chain Reaction has raised $6,000 to date and needs your support to
meet the $10,000 goal. Love4Luke is incredibly grateful and humbled by the support they have
received and continue to see. Donations are accepted on www.love4luke.org.
About Love4Luke
The Love4Luke Corporation was founded to help the pediatric cancer community and support
families undergoing CT Children’s Medical Center treatment. After losing their young son Luke
to a malignant liver tumor in 2017, the Dunn Family decided to honor Luke’s legacy through
Pay It Forward movements and fundraising support for families suffering various medicalrelated hardships. Love4Luke continues to raise money for cancer research and families in
need. For more information, please visit love4luke.org.
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